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ings enfolded, the tiercel dove, a streaking, taloned intercept. The sloe
peregrine cleaved an azure sky, a stealthy teardrop in near-vertical, precision

assault.
The rising goose never saw him. Barking a shrill, plaintive note for its faster
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kin, the straggling black-and-white barnacle tailed a long skein, last to ascend from the
reed marshes dotting Djurgården’s northern coast. Winter’s cloak might have lifted, but
Spring had yet to secure seasonal purchase, and the crystalline air echoed with migratory
stirrings.
Far below, two saddled riders tracked the raptor’s economical, linear stoop, both
nodding in satisfaction at the impending collision. Bordering a bud-sprinkled meadow, a
copse of giant oaks afforded them shadowed vantage. Afoot in the clearing’s center, amid
a blanket of tightly-coiled keyflower rosettes, the royal falconer also studied his charge’s
terminal plunge.
“So, this latest folly, how much of my inheritance gone?” said the younger rider,
gaze fixed skyward. The voice was strikingly loud, deep-timbred. Though not tall,
the juvenile’s slim frame and unrestrained ringlets imported height, especially atop the
chestnut destrier. Crimson cherubs bearing a golden wheat sheaf adorned a white tunic,
now splattered with mud, overlapping gray woolen slacks and black velvet doublet. One
shoulder sloped awkwardly, skewing the wardrobe, creasing the silken coat of arms. Into
a raw-skinned right hand, the adolescent exhaled twice, slowly, clenching the fist. “And
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if I protest, what then, crossed swords?”

the wrist, bloody spurs raking the leather. One-handed, with assurance, Modig knotted

High aloft, impact imminent, the plummeting tiercel constricted its claws, too,

the leash and drew on the Dutch hood with care; Seneca immediately quieted, fluffing his

inverting at the last second to deliver a neck-snapping, concussive blow, talons first. The

feathers. Barely two warbles later, the tiercel fell asleep.

limp goose began to tumble, a tightening corkscrew freefall. Pirouetting, the peregrine

“Greve Oxenstjerna here,” the husky-voiced youth said, motioning the older

accelerated hard, again tucking into a dive. Moments later, he overtook and pounced the

gentleman, “should like to dine on goose this evening. See to it, Seneca’s catch garnishes

spiraling, slack prey. Adjusting instantly to the barnacle’s dead weight, the raptor winged

the Count’s table.”

down, toward the meadow, finally settling atop a swath of maidenhair ferns near the

The order given, the pair turned and left behind the meadow, threading through

waiting falconer.

brambled forest and clinging ivy until reaching the island’s shore. Light brine scented the

have trained him well.”
The minor nudged the warhorse’s reins, falling in step. “All that raw fury, now
controlled, Seneca has proven a most apt pupil –”
“As Your Highness.” Beyond a curt, deferential nod, though, the smooth
inflection and hoary whiskers offered no hint. Four times his companion’s age and
armored only by plum robes and matching pileolus, he radiated implacability.
“Fierce and small. The envy of Valkenswaard, thanks to master Modig,” said the
regent, nosing ahead. As they approached the animated peregrine and its lifeless prize
now bedded on the ferns, the royal falconer bowed sharply. “Splendid recovery by our
compact friend, agreed?”
“Your Excellency, pound for pound, none finer, not even in Brabant,” said Modig,
once more erect, extending a gloved left arm. “The fabled Sultan himself, Bayezid,
never possessed such a thunderbolt.” With a brief, awkward flutter of long wings, Seneca
alighted onto the mooseskin gauntlet, landing on the elbow cuff, then stiffly hitched to
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easing forward his slate rouncey, a tiger-striped grulla, two hands shy of the roan. “You

air, Mälaren’s outpouring fresh waters mingling with the encroaching Saltsjön.
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“Always satisfying, to watch a pilgrimsfalk on the hunt,” the elder rider said,

The younger rider cinched, abruptly stopping the chestnut on lichen-covered
granite, just inland from the narrow, shell-less strand. Several hundred yards east of the
opposite cliffs, at the Stockholm harbor mouth, beyond tiny Beckholmen skerry, an oak
heartwood mainmast broke the shipping channel’s calm, holding fast against current and
tide. “A mute sentinel from below. Nearly fifty blameless souls, and 200,000 riksdaler,
sunk in an instant.” Browline ridging, lips thinning, jaw squaring, the juvenile’s cast
darkened. “Father’s anguish, it haunts me lorn, and I was two.” Large, almond eyes
welled; mucus balanced on the tip of an aquiline nose until an ebony sleeve wiped away
the emotion. “Two.”
“A burden inescapable,” said Count Axel Oxenstjerna. “Terrible, equally, for
we the living.” The regent’s principal advisor stroked his grey-bearded throat. “To
your inquiry, only 60,000 riksdaler is projected for the next Nya Sverige expedition. A
pittance, but one-sixth, Your Highness, from Crown coffers, private –”
“And New Sweden’s original assets, Chancellor, I read a ledger, what those?”
“United South-Ship, West India? Pending Råd approval, of course, half the new
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venture’s capital will be re-apportioned from –”

war. And for what, Bavaria, an overused cesspit? Tallying Richelieu’s blood tribute,

“Again, the largesse of my birthright.”

sustaining such machinery, impossible.”

“The King felt himself impelled by a mighty Spirit, unable to resist. ‘This will

“Braunschweig, Pomerania, their levies are fair enough, considering the labor

be the noble jewel of my kingdom,’ he did predict. How you do honor that vision, his

we expend, buffering the Hapsburgs. Causa justa, inventio recta, we abide among the

commitment to Sweden’s dominions –”

righteous.”

“Must you leave nothing for my coronation?” Narrowed lids retreated, the

“Even Grotius recognized the fielded army is a beast insatiable. Seneca’s avarice,

juvenile’s features relaxing before settling into a mock pout. The destrier whinnied, and

by comparison, is restrained.”

they resumed an unhurried pace, parallel along the pitched, thin beach.

“No doubt, and strife presages every throne. But the truest return will come with

eyes hinted at benevolence, even as his moustache otherwise muffled the expression.
“Your Grace, I attended your father, and his father before. I have buried four, no, forgive
me, six issue altogether, and outlived far too many colleagues. An old man’s heavy
lament, may you one day be spared. I have tried to serve this Crown, to discharge my
pledge to Gustavus Adolphus, to tend affairs until your majority, as if you were my own.”
“Can it be, ten years already, come November?”
“Twelve, since our Northern Lion bade farewell, sailing away upon these very
waters,” pointing at the light swells. “Yes, almost a decade since news of Lützen’s
shock.”
“What a hideous birthday present.” Eyes closing, the adolescent’s voice barely
registered above the sough.
“No braver six-year-old has the world ever seen.” Oxenstjerna shifted. “His
memory lives, through you.”
“Kind words,” blinking, “but I tire, and our realm bleeds by this inconclusive
– 184 –
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marriage, an alliance following your ascension, and the treasury will be matchless.” His

peace on our terms. ‘’Tis better we tether our horses to the enemy’s fence, than he to
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“We all pray for that blessed day,” said the Count. “Allow me just to broker a

ours.’”
“What tractatus do you quote? Surely not De jure belli ac pacis? As for him,
father’s copy is my pillow, too.” Leaning to the roan’s twitching ear while reaching
forward to rub his white blaze, the regent said, “Fret not, Hesten, no foreign rails
anymore. Courtyard caparisons only, all your days.” Seated upright once more, “Brave
son of Streiff,” with a pat on the warhorse’s muscled neck. “And Governor Ridder, is it,
this Hollander, who will replace him and finally profit by Nya Sverige?”
“The Admiral favors –”
Grabbing the Count’s reins, the younger rider pulled both steeds shoulder to
shoulder, halting them. “That wolverine betrayed king and countrymen, so speak to me
no more of his ‘favors.’” With a flourished release then a sharp hitch, the callow bolted
alone, sandy clods trailing off Hesten’s galloping hinds. Ahead, a weathered trunk,
limbless and bleached by boreal sun, straddled the beach; at full stride, horse and rider
sailed clean.
Several long minutes passed until the Count navigated around the deadwood. “I
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share neither Your Majesty’s bloom nor impetuosity — leaping before looking, how

those who are now here.’”

could you? — so forgive my languishing.”

“I find no cause for mirth. Doubtless he then solicits for livestock, grain, mead.

Offshore, the oaken mast silently parted the harbor’s glassy surface, a sorrowful

These naked savages, they survive on field and forest, no? Verdure and fecundity for the

penitent. “Even thus debased, the Vasa is ennobled forever beyond such coarse Finnish

taking, and we are the inferior?” Their hocks barely wetted, the horses slowed to ford a

swine. May justice finally be served, and the gods one day appeased.”

shingly rivulet’s abbreviated course from undergrowth to open water. “When?”

“The Inquiry found Admiral Fleming and the others –”

“According to the heavens, by August.”

“Tread light, my learned friend. Implying Father’s design, or fingering

“Do not tell me, Laurentius saw a newborn comet?”

rained on sodden sand. “His fleet, ship, and yard. His responsibility, full stop. How you

“Obsequious, purple, and clairvoyant? Chancellor, you are worth treble whatever

permit him on the Regency, galling.”
“Hold not my word.”
“Remarkable he endures, nonetheless.”
“Peace on her soul, Princess Katarina affirmed every one of your Privy
Councilors, like does Kasimir today.”
“Enough heresies,” with a backhand wave. “As now, my dear uncle lacked
stomach. At birth, I was chosen arvinge for a reason, over him, over all.”
“The King’s sagacity made manifest, daily.”
“Were that wholly true,” yawning bared teeth, “I would not trifle your counsel.”
“Behold then, with which how little wisdom the world is governed.”
“If only ever the flood tide brought news to dispel such cynicism. Coddled, to a
man, these colonists. Tobacco? Peltries, gold, yield us something vendible. The merest
self-sufficiency, is that too grandiose a wish? Father’s dream fades with every dispatch.”
“Indeed, Ridder’s correspondence was bleak, almost comically, which is why we
must re-supply soon. ‘No more stupid, indifferent people to be found in all Sweden, than
– 186 –
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“The bishop? No, the astrologers –”
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Hybertsson, conveniently dead? Despicable.” Hawking, the adolescent’s hot spittle

twice-skimmed sums might mysteriously plumpen your purse.” Rounding a shoreline
bend, they approached a beached skiff; attendants clustered by the craft. “Prospective
settlers? Another like contingent of reprobate bevärings might bury the enterprise.”
“Bounteous, virgin lands should be temptation enough, but other encouragements
may again be necessitated.” The Count sat open-palmed. “Though I share Grace’s
misgivings.”
The younger rider’s eyebrows cocked. “A politic untruth. Muskets, harquebuses.
Game aplenty, yet they weep for salted roe and pickled herring. Seneca, I assure you,
would never starve. Maybe we send Modig, to teach them the rudiments of hunting?”
“Ridder specifies ‘able men,’ even before families. But the ablest are already
under arms in Bavaria. Unless you task Modig or his ilk, our remedies are few.” The
Count stopped and, with stiffness, climbed off his mount. “Chances are, some poacher,
some burn-beater or adulterous Värmlander will prefer exile to Nya Sverige over death.”
“Generous to a fault. The landshövdings have their dispatches?”
Adjusting his pileolus, the Count bobbed, though spoke nothing.
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“A

“Here is hoping a few millers or farmers among the miscreant drift-finnars. And
as new governor, who to lead these castoffs and vagrants? Present company?” The

nd having been found Guilty by this Court of destroying fruit trees in
the Crown’s cloister garden at the monastery in Varnhem — pointedly,

bobbing ceased. “Such reticence, Greve, disappoints. Such silence, unheard.” The youth

ruining six of the best apple and two of the best cherry trees in the kungsgård in order,

halted, handing the reins to a saddler once down. “Wait, what of that giant, the one court-

as testified, to obtain material for some ‘mane combs,’ a grievous offence against the

martialed, was it last year, two years ago for capitulation at Chemnitz?”

personage and property of our Sovereign — and having been sentenced to death by

“Lieutenant Colonel Björnsson? The Goliath? Adopted his mother’s family

hanging, a just verdict and deliverance by this very lögmaðr, confirmed even on appeal

name, Printz, after the acquittal.” The moist sand yielded, and the Count nearly slipped,

by the Göta Hovrätt, Herr Hans Månsson, you are brought again before this häradsrätter

now two steps behind the regent. “Majesty, if I may, you’re not thinking –?”

at the request of our provincial governor, the Right Honorable Carl Siggesson, this

my sentience.”
The Count’s shoulders fell, his look following. “I am sorry –”
“No matter,” with a palm indicating their waiting boat. “Printz, you say? A
colossus, all right.”
“His provisioning alone would cost a fortune.”
“And since that fortune — what is left, anyway — is largely mine, I say recall
Printz with haste.” They resumed walking, now abreast. “Your Finnish consort will
howl, what of it, my decision is made. Where was Printz banished to?”
“Korsholm, I believe. Crown recruiter.”
“Ideal. Rescind the current assignation, and direct him report to you personally,
for re-deploy. His family, too, of course; that should allay concerns that he’s not being
sent to Moravia’s battlefields. Get Printz here, but don’t intimate why.”

*****
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their eyes locking. “My bosom bears the royal seal, not yours. Dare not impugn publicly

Twentieth of May, 1642.”
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The adolescent slewed, mid-stride, leaning up, into the old man’s rucked visage,

Seated on the room’s solitary chair, alone at a generous table hewn of white ash,
the presiding judge spoke measuredly, absent notes.
Although spacious, the large chamber was austere, and the narrow, backless
benches — two-deep, lining three planked, unwindowed walls — were vacant. Including
the justice, only four men attended the private hearing. Tri-legged pinewood stools
hemmed one length of a second, simpler table; of them, but a pair was occupied. The
imposing bailiff parade-rested behind Månsson, poised to swat if the prisoner moved
or spoke advance of prior sanction. Twinned hexagonal skylights, sharing the roof’s
slanting, extended southern exposure, delivered midday illumination; the töresticka and
tallow remained unlit.
“Herr Siggesson?”
The governor rose, stool noisily grating along the scoured flagstone floor. From
a waistcoat pocket, Siggesson produced a paper which, once flattened, he began to read.
“Your Honor. As Landshövding for the province of Skaraborg, I thank this Court for the
consideration shown, and for its diligent jurisprudence, as affirmed by the Göta Hovrätt’s
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wise concurrence. Recognizing that I am but an agent here of our Sovereign, I hope that

of five, all boys,” clearing phlegm, “Pardon. I was born in Alkmaar, on the Voormeer –”

my late and perhaps unorthodox presence is welcome.”

“En route to Amsterdam?” Elbows on the great table, the judge peered over his

“Rest assured, Governor, this Court is only too happy to embrace a fellow Crown

interlocked hands, twisting them slightly, a non-verbal question.

representative, especially one contributing such important witness as yourself.”

“Your Honor is well-traveled. Yes, en route, a half-day’s sail away. Once old

Both speakers momentarily, silently assented, one to the other, and Siggesson

enough, I apprenticed at a ropery, stripping and weaving flax –”

spoke without again referencing his scribbled remarks. “Before continuing, that I may

“Perhaps our back-country knots are not so strong as believed, provided your

include in my report, I would ask for the prisoner to recount his biography. Not lineage,

expertise? Will iron fetters instead be necessary?” Otherwise enlaced, the judge’s index

nor retrial. Just an unadorned chronology.” Receiving an approval nod, the governor sat.

fingers extended for emphasis.

Throughout the proceedings, the prisoner had not shifted posture or attention.
The stool was immobile beneath him. Shoulders rigid, arms tied behind his back,
Månsson resolutely stared up, absented from the exchanging formalities. Above, within
view, framed by the nearest skylight, cottony cumuli scudded across the visible sliver of
distant heavens.
“Bailiff Persson, encourage our prisoner to heed the Court’s directive.” A quick
yank brought Månsson to his feet. “Day-dreaming will not forestall the bödel; should
coöperation falter, we can schedule your drop for dawn, sooner if need be. Limited
are the hours, for you especially, so assisting Herr Siggesson is the most practical of
investments. Please, edify our esteemed guest with a personal synopsis, starting with
name.”
“Hans Månsson, of Lidköping.” Above average in height, he rocked onto the
balls of his feet, briefly stretching higher, and again. Recently shorn, his rounded pate
sprouted stubbly new growth; the outline of a widow’s peak was now traceable along a
burred fringe. Wispy sidelocks and untended van Dyck lengthened his face. “Youngest
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“Truls, here,” eyeing the bailiff, “has charms self-evident, if quite rudimentary.
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“The fånge will now stand.”

I’d rather not provoke his wrath, even with a death sentence hanging over me.”
Månsson’s countenance twitched. “Poor choice of words. Where was I?”
“Weaving flax?”
“Yes, Your Honor. After some years as a repslagare, I shipped out, transporting
rope, extracted salt, barley.”
“An altumal båtsman?” Siggesson turned his paper over and back, seeking a
notation. “I thought you served cavalry, not navy?”
“I traveled aboard for a commodities company, overseeing cargo, settling drafts.”
Månsson hesitated. “Göteborg was my favorite call, a brand-new city, and I stayed
on when not quite 20. Certainly, the sea was an option, but I’d always done well with
fjordhästs, so I found academy work –”
The judge coughed. “In Göteborg, an academy already? I doubt the town much
older than you, if that. More likely shoveling out a menagerie.”
“That, too. A Mennonite from Elbing, actually, the proprietor, Herr Brüngels.
Owned a stockyard, livery, and paddock just outside the ramparts, on the way to Lödöse.
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Back in Prussia, he trained horses, and had begun the same. Friesians, in addition to

girls, Ursilla and Carin, who turn three in September.”

fjordhästs. I assisted. Soon, my services were recruited as a menig –”

Siggesson regarded the prisoner. “Honorably discharged veteran, married, two

“Enlisting, not a beväring?” The governor jotted in his margins.

children — for the love of all sacred, breaking into the cloister gardens, why?”

“No, sir, not conscripted. I volunteered. Rather, with a small arfskifte when

“Regret shrouds me like sorgkläder. My brother-in-law, he died last year,

was sponsored into Skånings Company, Skaraborgs Regiment. Pardon, now Second

“Kajsa, my wife, had no birthright claim, and her family sold the mill, for a price we

Regiment. We arrived to support Horn on Lake of Constance, on the cusp. ‘Hurry up,

could not redeem. I’m not a pensioner; I’ve no assets. The fact I’d invested three years

wait, and then wait some more.’ I rode wearing the yellow coat, black cuffs for five

with Niclas, that he’d pledged me a business share, lost. We appealed to Pehr Banér,

years, rising through attrition, I must qualify, to the rank of Ryttmästare.”

appeared before the local häradsrätter. Our arguments: rolig possession, hävd –”

Siggesson squinted. “A cavalry captain on Swabian shores, the humble ropemaker from Alkmaar?” The deep furrows flared above his nose bridge softened into a
mild frown. “Yet such a precipitous, ungracious fall.”
“As you say.” Månsson paused, toeing a stool leg. “I was granted hemförlova in
early 1638 –”
“Temporary?”
“Permanent, the writ said.”
“How so, what, though shy of 30?”
“‘Demobilized’ was the instruction, an order gratefully beyond my questioning.
Upon return, mustered out at Hanaskede and received my soldattorp, a parcel near
Carlstad. But a crofter’s life was not for me. I left soon, after one miserable harvest, and
accepted employ with a sawmiller, a service friend, down to Lidköping, opposite on Lake
Vänern.” A wan smile flickered. “The weather mills remind me of home, of my youth.”
After several silent seconds, the judge rapped the table. “Anything to add?”
“Only I married my colleague’s sister, Kajsa Knutsdotter, and we have twin
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changing everything.” Brows knitted, espying a passing cloud, Månsson exhaled slowly.
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my father died, not much, being the fifth son, but with a letter from Herr Brüngels, I

“Pehr Banér is a fair man. Asserting rights is rarely easy in such situations, when
nothing is written, one good name against another.” Stealing a glance toward the sighing
judge, the governor said, “And all this introduced at trial, lögmaðr?”
The justice grimaced. “Repeatedly.”
“It, I was wrong. I’d no good reason to be in the royal orchard. We’d stopped
at Varnhem to let the girls rest, traveling Hjo back to Lidköping. Another Skånings
Company friend offered a possible job, but when we arrived, there was none. The mill
sold, I felt cornered, unable to make good. But I’d still my hand tools. Mane combs are
worth silver dalers, any grooming equipment is really, but you need green wood, and
there were acres of trees. I’m sorry. The prospect of the gäldstuga, I panicked. Now,
hope is all departed.”
“Destroying Crown property cannot be mitigated or tolerated. ‘Discipline
enforces strength.’ But you know this, Ryttmästare. However, you likely did not know
that, as Landshövding, my farm, Höjentorp, is at Varnhem, within the very kungsgård you
vandalized. Your crime was thusly a wanton affront against my home, too.”
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Månsson winced, eyelids flittering. “Once a repslagare, always a repslagare. I’ll

“Before we leave this room, choice will be rendered. All or nothing, a one-way

fashion the noose myself, to draw this endless judicial charade now then.”

trip awaits: four berths across the Western Ocean, or a quick drop by the hangman?”

“If I may, Your Honor?” Uncreasing his paper, Siggesson stood. “Skimming

“So stark? Nya Sverige it is, with alacrity.”

over salutations, I have an edict bearing the Tre Kronor Slott signet. Where were we?

“Therefore, Hans Månsson, by the authority vested in me by Count Axel

From the Latin: ‘Hereby empowered to grant discretionary sentencing to all convicted of

Oxenstjerna, Rikskansler of the Privy Council, you are sentenced to deportation to Nya

capital or lesser crimes, that exile to the colony of Nya Sverige may instead be instituted

Sverige, for a term of Crown servitude of not less than eight years, leaving on the next

as full and fair punishment,’ and so forth. In other words, your death sentence may be

transport ship to the colony from Göteborg, now expected for August. There awaiting

commuted, to service as a compelled settler, overseas, at my behest. What say you?”

departure, you will labor at Nya Älvsborg, building fortifications. Ultimate disposition of

live forever, alone in the West Indies.”
“So you would choose the gallows over deportation?”
“Life only had meaning when I could provide for my family, hold them near.”
Siggessson stepped forward. “Listen with care, as this will neither be repeated
nor clarified, and your first response serves as your last. The Crown profits not by your
execution, though your industry may yet serve its greater needs. For the conveyance
price of 16 riksdaler each, half that for your girls, you, wife, and children can jointly
leave for Nya Sverige. The cost of transport, and you live, together, afresh, far away.”
“Governor, they are my world, wherever they are, truly. But, 32, 48, even 16
riksdaler, my heart grieves, we have no such wealth as to pay for passage.”
“Expected. My original sentence was to be five years Crown service in Nya
Sverige. As payment for transport, dagsverke, I can increase that to eight?”
“The soldattorp terms may yet prove a bargain, had I but stayed on the croft.
How much time to weigh the decision?”
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daughters, I’d as soon die here. Schedule the bödel tomorrow if it must be, than that I

this matter, including sentence pronounced, will be sealed until the prisoner’s deliverance
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“I don’t understand. Nya Sverige, as a colonist? But without my wife and

to Nya Sverige is effectuated. Any breach by the prisoner will result in the immediate,
irrevocable re-instatement of the häradsrätter’s original penalty of death by hanging.”
“Thus ordered. Herr Siggesson, an experienced repslagare now added to the
passenger manifest, that should please our royal minders, yes? Persson, see that the
fånge is remanded safely to the authorities in Göteborg, in advance of the upcoming Nya
Sverige expedition.” The judge clapped once. “This proceeding is adjourned.”
Hearing decided, the bailiff escorted his prisoner through a connecting door, then
hallway, to a dank cell in an abutting building. “A reprieve, for 48 riksdaler? And your
family? Providence smiled on you this day, Hans Månsson.” The voice was whispery,
falsetto, at odds with his broad, brawny stature.
“Amen, Thuls Persson. Amen to that.”

*****
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“I

“For five summers gone. Damn, you appear fit, Boglina. Remember Stralsund?”

’m for giving the Jutes a black eye.”

“Wallenstein’s firecrackers overhead, how couldn’t I? We showed him, breaking
the siege. My, you’re looking prosperous, sir.”

“Says the whelp who’s ne’er seen battle. Just mind your scarf, Lång, and leave

“Cloves. A round-trip Dutch spicer to Banda, the Zee Haan, one share makes for

blood oaths to gods and kings.” The shipwright examined his apprentice’s notched joint.
“’Fore pegging, this lower beam’ll need tighter planing. See here? Carvel? Ends to

a pleasant homecoming. Navigating the Cape, twice, that levies a toll. Lastly, hemp.

rabbet each other, flush and strong. How many did I say we’ll have?”

Arrived Sunday’s morning tide here to Stockholm on the Adelsvärd from Livonia.”
Boglina leaned in. “Dicing?”

“You counted thirty, eight below.” Lång banged the rasp twice against his leather

“At least this time,” said Hindricksen, “I remembered your counsel to buy a new

apron, then leaned over the gunwale and blew residual sawdust from its teeth. The

outfit, before exhausting the money fully.”

stocks, the untimbered futtock of two pinnaces awaited hulls.
“Aye, and then re-installing all cross beams, planking, finishing. How they expect
us ready in four weeks –”
“Boglina, stop belly-aching.” The thunderclap voice boomed from dockside.
Both carpenters turned to see an enormous, white ostrich plume rise up the gangway.
Beneath the resplendently feathered hat, jug ears framed a snaggletooth smile that
widened with every approaching stride. A scarlet jacket, fronted by a single line of twodozen gold buttons, masked a middling paunch. “That’s a command.”
“Skeppare!” The shipwright holstered his mallet, opening thewy arms wide in
greeting. A handshake clasped at the wrist immediately advanced to an embrace and
traded back slaps.
“You old sea heifer.”
“Captain Thering Hindricksen, look at you,” said Boglina, stepping back and
mock bowing. “As I live, as I breathe, what’s it been, since Helsingör on the Brederode?”
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shipyard, perpendicular to the shore, most of Käpplingeholmen’s slips were empty; on
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light breeze quickly dispersed the particles east, toward the harbor. Through the royal

“And saffian boots, I see, to match?” Again declamatory, “What news of the
world?”
“The mother trade? Dead quiet on the Bothnia, but the Angles are brewing a
worrisome kettle across the way, Charles and his detractors, the Long Parliament, they
are calling it. Less trouble for us than them, but who knows what storms such folly will
stir. Soon as not, I’d prefer an equatorial winter, ice-free and far removed. So now this
assignment, promising milder climes.”
“Welcome aboard the Fama then, bound for breezy West Indie shores. We’ll have
her ready enough for you. This beanpole’s my apprentice, Lång, pride of Dalarna, though
who knows why.”
“Lång Nilsson. Over a year as Master Boglina’s lärling,” said Lång, standing
attentive.
Boglina flounced, wrists momentarily flapping. “When spoken to, hello? Carving
wooden horses and shearing sheep may require tools but don’t a tradesman make.
Neither does talking out of turn. Impatience, impudence, youth can’t wait, can’t it now?
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Grow me a beard; ride the topgallant on lookout. Better still, catch dröppel from an

Minimum thirteen-kvarter clearance high, two-aln clearance wide for all doorways and

Ottoman harlot, and give to her mother.” At that, Lång pinked. “Are whiskers first so

halls on the upper deck. The flooring, stringers on top, braces underneath. Whittling out

much to ask? Maybe then I’ll initial your gesällprov, and consider guild admission.

the extra kvarter, that’ll be a chore, but the vertical space’s there, we’ve verified, between

Besides, one’d think, when the alternative is copper mountain hellfire, my standards are

transoms. Barely. New doors all around. Not a problem; the yard’s full of seasoned oak,

practically fair.”

spruce, linden, walnut.”

“Ladies,” said Hindricksen, “resume your pleasantries soon enough. First, may I

“And a berth those same dimensions, maybe a bit bigger, in the captain’s

see my damn ship?”

stateroom, buttressed as well. Strongest wood possible.”

The three men climbed the port steps to the quarterdeck, Boglina leading the tour.

“Some maple or apple’ll do you right. Amazon bride from the East?”

Lång tapped his forehead, squinching. “Eighteen aln.”
“Burthen, almost 4,000 skeppspund. Just the quarter, upper, gun, and orlop decks,
tight for open water of unknown duration.”
“Cannon?” The captain tested the helm’s tension.
“Some sakers, pair of demi-culverin, various vintages. Bronze, brass. An iron
murtherer, maybe a twenty-pounder, in the hold, but it looks suspect. With the trouble
you may court, heftier firepower’ll be advised.” Following Hindricksen’s upward glance,
Boglina said, “Orlop has ample sail, but someone has to inspect, inventory what’s there.”
“At the moment, I’m more concerned about all this lumber topside.” Hindricksen
descended the starboard steps. Setting his hat on an upright cask, he matted downy locks
to mask a hairless scar at his crown, and entered the aft passageway, followed by the
carpenters.
“By Admiral Fleming’s certe three days ago.” Boglina’s arms swept the air.
“Pilasters, jambs, lintels — everything through to the main aft cabin’s coming out.
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five aln. Beam is? The beam?”

“Actually, I’ll bunk with the officers outbound. New colonial governor will have
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“She’s fifty-four aln, stem to stern. Bowsprit, another eleven aln. At the waterline, forty-

the honors. The reply, though, I might find a few native princesses to fill out that bed.”
The apprentice whistled. “Yes, Lång, what have you?”
“Is it Loke, his own self, this new governor?”
Boglina spluttered a cough as they emerged back onto the sunlit deck. “Captain,
forgive the uppstäder. Seems back in Dalarna the old tales have more sway than the
Catechism.”
“Divine offspring, no,” said Hindricksen, himself unsuccessfully sniffling off
two quick sneezes. “But a brave man of brave size, nonetheless.” From a sleeve, he
withdrew a kerchief, honked, and tucked it away again. “Printz, a cavalry colonel. North
of twenty lispund, least what I’ve been told.”
“Poor horse. Can you imagine? That giant must be heavy nearly as us three.
Bussephanon, or some Greek mouthful? Oh, Alexander’s steed, what was the name?”
“Talk about old tales, my arcane friend. What frightens, I know the answer, and,
remembering how your mind assays, it almost feels natural. My recall is ‘Bucephalos.’”
“Over twenty lispund? Even stout Bucephalos would wince,” said Boglina. “Just
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upper aft,” indicating the cabins, “or must we somehow refit belowdecks, too — racks,

“Captain Hindricksen.” He scooted along the pier, heading for the bridge to Norre

mangers — accommodating an ark for horses of mythic proportions?”

Förstaden and Stadsholmen onward.

“Heaven forfend, that would demand building up from a new keel, like yonder,

“Was abrupt. You unwell?” Hindricksen scratched the wide temple scar.

and the colony cannot wait. Nor can this captain here. The good governor, he’ll suffice

“Martial nonsense from an unchurched provincial who, despite his spoutings,

with our best efforts and a team of fjordhästs, if he’s lucky. My orders are half-August,

wouldn’t know Jute from Scot from Walloon from his sainted sire’s hairy ass.”

so we now have seven weeks-and to get all carpentry done and outfit this tern. Monday

“You want a different breed, Boglina, try the Spice Islands.”

morn, first light, you will have a square crew, minimum eight head.”

“And even then, not so incompatible; the Lord saw fit to allow for mingling,

“I’ll see to it. And seven weeks is better than four.”

under the Malaccan moon, I’ll wager.”

“Don’t tell me, the Dundee admiral under Adolphus? Did he not finally pass on?”
“You have been away. Sanders Klerck, his son, deputy yard rigger. ‘Crown
business,’ all you need say. Memory serves, Sanders crewed the first Nya Sverige
expedition, on Kalmar Nyckel in ’38, so he’ll be a sharp man. Practically a Lapp, small
as he is, but less thickset, not that it matters. That accent, though, is thick enough, like
mud.” Lång raised his hand. “Now what?”
“Scots are bad as Jutes,” said the apprentice. “Bring them to heel, I say.”
“Spoiling are we?” Hindricksen frowned. “Exercise care; trouble rarely rewards
our stripe. Best to cede monarchs like Kristian or Charles their own woes.”
“Ahem, Lång,” said Boglina. “I’ve a job for you, right now. Run to Markattan,
the Stortorget apothecary. The long-tailed monkey’s stall. See the chemist, Jacobus.
He’s not there, one of his daughters. A scruple of vitsippa and calmus. Tell them it’s for
me,” holding up a daler kopparmynt. “Vitsippa and calmus. And don’t tarry.”
Taking off his apron, Lång accepted the copper coin from Boglina and said,
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“Klerck’s your salvation.”

“Yet another bet I’d lose. With pleasure.” Hindricksen’s misaligned canine poked
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“About the sails? Good palm and picket men are essential.”

into view briefly. “So why yield? The innocent’s aggravations don’t appear aimed to
incite, well, not you.”
“Innocent? Rödsot of the mouth, him, declaiming away, not a learned whit, ne’er
knowing gunpowder’s angry retort, nor Nature’s callousness. Don’t make such a face.”
“Boglina, for shame, I would not trifle –”
“Reflexive hostility, that’s dangerous, that’s all. Ask me to secure a mizzen in
a tempest roil, fine, cannibalize decking for a rudder amid a blockade run. Too much
wasted blood to tolerate foolery; my bowels twist whenever he spouts off. A natural
talent for joinery and grain, but he’ll bleat night and day, unbidden, biling about this
foreigner or that immigrant. Forcibly corking him is my only defense.”
“And when that doesn’t work?”
“Corking myself by Jacobus’ potions.” Boglina tapped his hammer absently.
“Show me someone who is not a patriot these days. What I want, is he ready for
the West Indies? We’ll have a consort on the passage, with one wright per.”
“Thering, seriously? He’s not even seen the Baltic, let alone the German Ocean,
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or beyond. First port? His spiteful mouth will get somebody killed. It’s a fluke he

“Two ankare apiece, or none?” Hindricksen grinned until Boglina’s rumpled

escaped working the mines that claimed his father.”

scowl finally dissipated. “First, we can see together how the babe handles the Göteborg

Hindricksen nudged an adze, its wide bit steeply curved, its poll blunted and

run. From there, and only if he is suitable, you take the other ship; and I will mind him,

heavy. The woodworking tool leaned against the main fife rail, upended; slightly

and the governor.”

undulated, the shaft was nearly waist high. “In all your canting, I’ve not heard he can’t.”

“All that sun, it’s addled your brain. Does the word ‘no’ carry any significance?”

“Lake Siljan’s the boy’s reference, and Mälaren, hugging the coastline, that’s the

“Besides, that debut true sail, how many are really ready? Weeks of unrelieved

scope of his sailing. Once, en route to Stockholm. He’s never tasted salt spray. Nya

boredom punctuated by sheer terror? Nothing prepares for Stralsund or rounding the

Sverige? Poseidon, Njord would surely punish such conceit, swallowing us whole.”

Hebrides in tatters. If he is a tenth the snickare you say — a year at your hip, better had

Shavings curled, thin and wafting, at the end of each casual downstroke. “As a
mentoring bonus, twenty extra copper, above the Admiralty’s expeditionary fee.”
“For him? One hundred riksdaler, half prior to weighing. There’s more than
enough hammering here to keep me –”
“Like the finished pegging there you keep pounding?” Hindricksen said, looking
up. With a sharp chop, the iron bit fixed into the raw beam, between his boots.
“Caution, cony, or you’ll lose a foot.”
“Fifty silver, Boglina,” releasing the handle and stepping away, “and I’ll stock the
läkare with a year’s supply of vitsippa, calmus, whatever your decrepit bowels need.”
“That, and pear brandy, in case Lång’s within earshot. Becalms the soul.
Brännvin, too.”
“An ankare of each, would that soothe your spirits?”
“A butt apiece might better smooth the journey. Which’ll end up being longer and
fraughter than this wrung wright cares to entertain.”
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along a rough-trimmed timber deckside, “or I will accept your unspoken ‘yes.’”

be — we will manage handily.”
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“‘Us’? Be careful,” picking up the adze, two-handed, then stalking backwards

“Ägir preserve us. Can’t leave on old man alone, can you?”
“And another thing. All this, Boglina?” Hindricksen knocked on an unvarnished
doorjamb. “You unsettle her reckoning, and every mongrel issue of your bastard
grandmother will wish they were dödsfödd.”
Boglina laughed. “Aye, aye, skeppare.”

*****
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“A

lover’s leap, is it?”

“I care no further,” sighing.
“Surely, Miss Armegot, you must.”

Her shallow breath seized at the voice, diaphragm knotting mid-inhalation.

“My late mother, her mother’s family name. Catalan, from Majorca.” Black

limestone coping. An updraft momentarily billowed the linen pleats of her calf-length

frame, slightly away from the external edge. A fresh breeze rattled the shutters. Head

kirtle, causing a totter. Haltingly, left hand brushing a hinge for balance, she swiveled.

tilted up, eyes closed, Armegot said, each word a labor, “I feel less recourse, less voice,

Shoulders rigid, her neck ratcheted to the right, jaw ultimately foiled by the lace of a

less home. Somehow ‘of’ the whole Christendom, but ‘from’ nowhere, adrift.” Peering

high-collared chemise. Straight, blonde tresses danced in the wind. Behind her, she

into the room, she registered only murk. “Such lunacies, can anyone talk me off this

limned a presence, but the speaker was lost in the shuttered room’s darkness.
“The river is too distant to reach from here. Myself, I do not fancy landing on
those rocks.” The voice was young yet sonorous. Far below, a muffled burble, the
Norrström’s cold waters sluiced by the castle’s north tower, late-afternoon shadows
draping the purling current. “Has milady a name?”
No sound escaped when the woman replied, so dry her throat. Swallowing with
strained effort, she blinked. “Arme –.” Licking her lips, she tried again. “Armegot.”
Of eight pair elongated herringbone shutters, two on each face, only the one was
open. From Armegot’s sill, the ambient sunlight barely penetrated the otherwise inky
room.
The low voice continued. “A berfrey was originally intended for this corner, or so
I have been told.” A pause. “‘Armegot.’ How lovely? What does it mean?”
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shoes shuffled incrementally while the young woman pivoted to back against the side
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Unfocused eyes downcast, chin bowed, the tall young woman stood frozen atop the wide

fancy?”
“Better to remain as you are, should you like. Parla Italiano, Signorina
Armegot?”
“Pardon? Yes, si, I speak Italian.”
“A fascinating volume,” the voice quickened, “Galilei Linceo’s Discoursi e
Dimostrazioni, recently from Leyden. Perhaps you are familiar?”
“Master Galilei, the philosopher, mathematician?” Puzzlement flashed Armegot’s
features. “I studied Dialogues with my tutor –”
“Good enough. My extrapolation will brightly come clear. Steady yourself and
look out. Out, now.”
Armegot leaned tightly against the castle’s drylaid, scappled white granite,
reassuringly cool through layered clothing, almost cold to her palms.
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Even so readied, Armegot was startled by the clay chimney pot sailing past at

evaporated from view. The silence held; no confirming crash was heard. “I concur.

waist-level, gracefully arcing until its horizontal momentum dissipated and gravity

Evidentiary, instructive, and quite the spell-breaker.”

claimed sole right. With more curiosity than caution, she leaned forward to watch

The laughter was immediate, neighing and light, nervousness finally released.

the ceramic ornamentation tumble and crack against the tapered mass of Tre Kronor’s

But when Armegot joined in echo, a deeper, joyous relief infused the expression, and

battered plinth, the shards pulverizing in the rubble field along the castle’s umbral

both celebrants wound through an antiphonal cycle of titters, chortles, and whoops,

footings, riverside. No trace remained.

ending in shared, teary breathlessness.

The voice deepened with the exertion. “I pray we can infer any object would

Upon regaining composure, Armegot said, “Please, even your age I cannot

“And suffer the same rude fate.” Armegot peered down a final time, then inched
slowly backwards, bending to hands and knees.
“Would you agree,” the voice exhaling, “no need to replicate exactly the Pisani’s
experiment?”
Reaching the sill’s interior, Armegot turned, sat, and stretched with a foot to stand.
Still unable to see the speaker, she said, “Is there another?”
“Another?”
“Whatever Master Galilei’s deputy would propose to sacrifice?” After a few
seconds of scraping the wood flooring, a chimney pot was maneuvered into the pool of
light, except for fleeting hands its prodder yet obscured. Armegot tipped the earthenware
just enough to secure hold, top and bottom. Hoisting it cleanly, she stepped to the sill
and, after three practice tosses, heaved the pot through the opening. Instantly, it
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discern in this pitch. Come, share the illumination.” Pupils shielded, a lean adolescent of
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travel the same crude rate –”

medium height emerged. “Not so old as myself?”
“Regrettably, no myndig, nor as old as I would like.” Russet tufted wool with
gold tridents accentuated a broad, flat, unfeathered bonnet. An elk-hide buff jerkin
covered a short-waisted doublet, full sleeves slashed and lined by jade silk. A folded
leather glove dangled from a broad belt. Breeches of sea-green kersey tucked into
bucket-tops, the lacy edge of white boot-hose fashionably turned out.
“But you are just a boy.”
“Not so ‘just,’ either. A pleasure to make your acquaintance, Miss Armegot,”
doffing the cap and performing an exaggerated, sweeping bow. “Please, you may call for
me Kris.” Once again upright, a shoulder drooped visibly.
“What, how did you come to be here?”
“I could ask the same of milady, skulking in Tre Kronor’s eaves, through untold
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doors, past every palace guard.”

and his laughter was a tonic.”

“A reasonable doubt, though no mystery, ill, nor skulk intended, Herr Kris. We

“Blessings from a saint.”

are newly from Korsholm, last night, my family, on the Savolaks. Today, I was quayside,

“Verily, Herr Kris. This morning, the castle — shimmering and firm, towering —

wishing absolution for a heart divided.”

looked ever more reassuring. I have never been so close to heaven, the clouds feel within

“Traditionalists would seek solace in Storkyrkan. Men in black frocks.”

reach, in my nearly 20 years. I followed a deliveryman through the postern gate. Simply,

“My father was career cavalry, not clergy.”

every stair I encountered, I climbed, somehow ending wherever we now are.”

“Not many horses typically in castle garrets, surprisingly. Fewer that would

“Remarkable. Past the fire damage, and all? I was about to check, well, my

flushing fair lady, for I jest.”
“At least alone on my perch, no one dared mock me.”
“Pray, continue,” said Kris, hand to chest. “Your father, he was cavalry?”
Armegot nodded. “When I was a child of six, he had an audience here with the
king.”
“Just His Highness?”
“Except Adolphus, I believe, the royal family was away because the roofs were
then being replaced. Sinter everywhere. In fact, the hytta was probably just upriver from
our target practice. All I recollect is the acrid bite of the smelting.” Armegot wrinkled
her nose. “As now, I wandered astray. Memories bend, I know, but somehow the king
was the one to find me and carry me back to the arms of my worried father. I was scared,
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gets more fanciful by the turn.” Kris fleered, then outright giggled. “Shrive my foolery,

errand is nearby, and I found this,” said Kris, holding up a cloth cap.
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take confession from lurking saboteurs of Crown clayware. Your tale, Miss Armegot,

“My tanu!” Armegot flashed a pleasing smile marred by only a wide center-gap.
Fingers as combs, she plaited her hair in a quick bun. Taking Kris’ discovery, Armegot
fixed it on her head.
“Forgive a stranger’s naïveté, but,” nose indicating the cap, “I am surprised you
would not wear the other, a –”
“The tykkimyssy? But only married women wear them.”
“Both my question and my point, Signorina.”
Armegot knotted the tanu’s bow. “How young yet ripe. Be relieved as not a
girl, for you will never fathom the limitations and pressures our fair sex endures.” Hand
instantly over her mouth, Armegot blushed. “I overstep. That was uncalled for; I am all
apologies.”
“You do not overstep now, nor thankfully did you upon that ledge. No offense
manufactured, nor perceived.” Kris looked away in consideration. “Since heights do not
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“M

much trouble you, might you follow me? I predict this next tutorial will hold greater
value than our last.”
“And propriety, whatever of that?” Another lightning grin. “A boy, a girl,

ama. Mama? Mama!” With every wail, the nearing child’s plaint
increased. Lifting the latch, he tried to swing open the byre’s large

door, but resistance held it surprisingly fast. After two more unsuccessful tugs, the boy

abdered alone together?”

pressed against its ferric red vertical slats, eyes cupped to a knothole. The afternoon sun

“Dear Miss Armegot, no more so than now. If anything, witnessing your dispatch

had just dipped below the tree crowns, and nothing but a tethered cow’s rump could be

of the chimney pot, I should be the worrier.”

distinguished within. “Mama?” A mournful “moo” answered.

“My young riddare, how dare I then refuse?”

“S-t-o-p,” said the young woman, mouthing letters through gritted teeth. Her
companion, though, maintained his rhythm, head lolling in concentration, perspiration

*****
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beading past his temples. The small loft’s secluded recesses, and their matted hair, hid
the fuller expressions of both. Leaning up close to his ear, “Pinch it.” He hesitated,
confused. Pulling back her hips sharply, “Now,” she said, a murmur as urgent and final
as the abrupt withdrawal. The cattle below did not stir.
“Märetha, I –”
“Hush, you scabrous fool,” finger to his lips, “my son.” Quietly, Märetha edged
forward to peer through an exterior seam; in the middle distance, she spied her boy
trudging homeward up the knoll, every step a dramatic, swaying to-and-fro. Turning
back, she unbunched her gathered jupe and smoothed over the top skirt. “Want to be
found out by a four-year-old?”
“What of it?” The curt whisper hung aridly. “His beloved farbror has stopped by,
why should Jonas reason?”
“And his much adored aunt, Uncle Örian, where is she?”
“You obsess. As if you care about Ingri’s well-being.”
“No more than yours, truth told, though you ought. But when Lars fell, that child
became my singular purpose and sole family. I stated at the outset, even to my own
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needs, protecting Jonas is paramount.”

Rolling the hide, Märetha shook her head. “We suffice, despite the imprecations

“I am kin, too,” he said, reclined on a piebald bearskin, wiggling his flagging

and sporadic attentions, or wincings, of others. The soil yields, the hearth burns, the child

manhood. “What of my satisfactions?”

grows, with little output or input from you. Didrik is a most faithful, productive servant.”

Märetha turned away. “The aroma of skit in here is pungent enough without you

“Nothing to market in two seasons. My fault, somehow, I imagine.” Örian

blathering. The day grows late; go home to your wife.”

snatched a broadweave cloak from its peg. “Such appreciation, after all, demoted beneath

“Our satisfactions?”

that black beast of a dog? Scarce to imagine the jämthund can satisfy your desires, as I.”

“The dark cannot hide that smirk, which satisfies no one. Just collect yourself.

“Flatter not; Didrik’s stout affections demand less in return, loyalty bargained

Even in death, Lars deserves better. How you were siblings, I often wonder.”

for but shelter and bone. He’s good for at least one hare or coney a week, no matter

“No more, Örian, we are done. Put that stubby embarrassment away.”
“I need not ask,” reaching for her arm, nearly grasping it in the dimness. He
lunged for a leg, rolling onto his bare knees, but Märetha side-stepped the advance.
Örian stopped. He finally stood, fumbling for ankled waist and dangled hem. “I’ll have
what I want, and willingly. Do not quit me.”
Though lost in shadow, her jaw clicked. “Our needs have never intersected well.”
“Absent my support, discharging the farm’s responsibilities would be nigh
impossible. An åbo hardly pays for itself. Precious Jonas,” wagging a free hand, “how
well can you protect him on Lars’ pension alone?”
“Threatening your nephew’s welfare will not my favors incline.”
“As ’tis, the property surviving this long without a man or horse, I wince. The
boy’s too small to milk or turn out the sheep, let alone lift a fasces, and you doubtfully
surpass five lispund clothed and shod.” Holding off buttoning, “Last chance. I’ll still
gauge your weight afresh, you take top.”
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made worth it.”

the season. This last year, we are best your fortnightly afterthought: fallow deer, spare
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“Märetha, please. Come back,” an eyebrow still arched. “Your while will be

rotabagges, and stolen liaisons. Shingling the byre, felling linden, calving, scything
crops? No, these callused hands, not yours.” She crossed her arms. “My son is alone; I
must retire.”
“Any other jackwidow would cherish contributions you so casually dismiss.”
“My beloved nourishes a Prussian field, unmarked, unremarked.”
“As does a generation lost, Märetha. Your story is more common than the
spillraka’s tatting constancies –”
“I pray not,” eyes glistening. “My heart is as if lanced, a piercing void.”
“Skåne to Verland, the countryside is awash with unaligned women, though few
krigsänkor with your advantages, like those Highland,” nosing the cattle below. “Infinite
sacrifices to an infinite war. Just these last years gone, Lars, Jöran, Roland, Thones,
Gasper, every one with offspring to care. Britta’s husband, the grister, Köl. Assuredly,
our län alone, must be four hens to every rooster.”
“Prevail then upon another hen, and covet neither my head.” She paused while
backing down the slatted ladder, shoulders just above the loft floor. “For Ingri’s sake, I
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hope you find comfort close by.”

“Gossipy, illiterate Ingri, having to hear infidelities read aloud. Given her father’s

Örian followed her, skipping slats. “If but you grievers tilled the same afflicted

influence at the Järntorget, and that temper, even the merest inference could invite ruin.

plot, that would be simpler,” touching ground. “Here’s a pitiable solution: all the spiters

For our sake,” patting her breastbone, “I am glad your correspondence is safe, are you

and widows, hysterics and singlets together, put on an island drowning in sorrow. Or

not?”

remove for some unclaimed frontier. Crotchety Lejonhufvud is soliciting settlers for

“Do not dare cross me like,” face scarletting. “I hope my brother never knew the

the Crown’s Nya Sverige. Think of it, ill-humored women and children, resources

despisable mouth on his bride.”

compacted, trading teary reveries, absent manly intrusion? Your oxen and sheep, old

“Beyond compare, this tongue loved Lars, in word and deed, to the lasting envy

Roland’s horseflesh. Britta would mill your grain. The cross-eyed one, Jöran’s wife –”

of smaller men. And all your swollen implorations, adulterous as now, were but falsest

reaps and threshes, between communal jags and common menses. We inconvenient men,
thus, and our inconstant attentions would be no more bother.”
“Sarcasm is a wicked tool.”
“My monthly stipend argues differently.”
Märetha bent, as if to toss out a twig, her back to Örian. From a pocket, she
pulled a small wooden pipe, blowing through the doorway; no sound was heard.
“Lording another’s largesse is unbecoming, twicefold.” Palming the whistle, she stood,
turning. “Besides, by law, the giftorätt is mine. Only, you execute Lars’ legacy. Shall I
need apply for its entirety?”
“Please, not again. Lunacy, what häradsrätter would grant such to a woman?”
“None, perhaps, though testimony would be heard, and more. Of course, in
wrong hands, those letters you penned might present difficulties explaining, especially to
dear Ingri.”
Örian trembled. “Strumpet.”
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“She’s a handful, too. Tacy could mind the smallest while everyone sows and

flattery then? ‘Pity the poor änka by praising her felicities’? How cruel, how fickle.”
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“Tacy.” Märetha opened the woodside door, diffuse sunlight spilling in.

“Enough torment.” Hands rising, he sprang.
But Märetha knelt, just as a large hound sailed over her from behind, head down,
mottled-black shoulders squarely intercepting the surprised, fully-extended Örian in midsternum. Like a punctured bellows, the breathless man deflated, tumbling backwards
against an interior beam, causing the cows to stir briefly. Landing on all fours, the
thickly-coated, muscled canine advanced deeper into the byre.
When Örian’s senses returned, the world was dark and fragmented. Hot panting
and warm saliva bathed his upturned throat, even as dirt cooled his scalp, nape, and palms
from beneath. Within view, his inverted perspective was limited to the basin of a wheelless barrow, lain on its side, resting at the unfinished base of a wall.
“Didi, gentle.” Out of sight, Märetha’s voice was soft.
At mention of the dog’s name, Örian tensed, now aware of wet teeth locked on his
exposed skin. He could feel Didrik’s gums and muzzle retract, and he closed his eyes,
awaiting the flesh-rending clamp.
“Lars trained him well,” she said. “That bearskin in the loft? Didrik’s kill.”
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Märetha cooed. “Isn’t that right, Didi? And you were barely full grown.” Jaw fixed,

“Sincere enough that may be, but at best, you and I, we approximate. Your

mouth full, the jämthund thrummed in reply.

brother’s specter will forever bind but also separate us. The sun now sets. However,

Örian winced, an audible but non-verbal plea.

we know, come the dawn, your encumbrances are too great, my aches too acute, and our

“Such a good protector.” Märetha stroked the canine’s long, black-tipped hair,

trystings are at end.”

uncoiling his twitching tail, which immediately snapped tight again. “All the game he

“Märetha, uh.” Didrik growled, his first expressive noise. Örian retreated three

carries home, never a bruise,” gently thumping his stout ribs. “Now, as for you and me,

steps, against a corral. “That animal is possessed.”

Örian, if we can agree, and these liaisons are finished, I will issue the ‘release’ command.

“By Lars’ inly spirit, yes, I often feel. Or can you not discern it?” Märetha

If you understand, slowly draw a cross on the floor.”

dropped on her knees to hold the dog’s broad head, nose to his cream snout, scratching

“Do you submit?”
Another cross, faster.
Märetha backed to the barn’s open door. She blew the silent whistle once more,
returning it to a pocket. “Didi, heel.” The sooty hound responded, dropping Örian’s
neck. Circling, he settled attentively at Märetha’s feet.
Legs kicking, Örian scrabbled in reverse, finally slumping into a post. “I am
sorry,” his tone raspy and unsteady. He gingerly felt his breastplate, then traced his
throat, sides and center, peeking occasionally at his fingertips. No blood. “Love me as
Lars,” cooling further, “and I will forego Ingri.”
“Widowed, yes, but that is all.” Märetha stretched her jaw until it popped. “You
could be a decent man for another woman, Örian, in your own fashion. Plain Ingri, even,
if you gave her half a chance. But I have known a rare excellence in this life, and my
soul tends a flame eternal. I do not expect to love again.”
“Please,” rising, “I would take for Jonas as my own.”
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with his index and middle fingers, he scratched a cross in the dirt.

behind both erect ears. “Didrik will bide with you until I am to my house, then you may
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After a momentary hesitation, Örian’s right elbow extended ever so methodically;

take leave, through the wood,” standing. “And to ensure safety in forested twilight, lest a
wild bear lurk in the brush, my stalwart friend here,” patting the jämthund, “will shadow
you to Svartån’s banks.” With a curtsey, “Herr Kundersson, good day.”

*****
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